We prove a generalized version of Friedrichs and Gaffney inequalities for a bounded (ε, δ) domain Ω ⊂ R n , n = 2, 3, by adapting the methods of Jones to our framework.
Introduction
The aim of this paper is to prove Friedrichs inequality for (ε, δ) domains. This inequality has been introduced in different frameworks by Friedrichs [6] and Gaffney [7] , and in the literature it is known with different names according to the setting where it is used. In the study of Maxwell problems or Navier-Stokes equations, this inequality is a key tool to prove the coercivity of the associated energy forms. From the point of view of applications, it is interesting to study vector BVPs in irregular domains (see e.g. [3, 13] ) and their numerical approximation, hence it is crucial to extend these inequalities to the case of suitable irregular sets. From this perspective, we confine ourselves to two or three-dimensional domains. Gaffney inequality can be deduced from the Friedrichs inequality. To our knowledge, such inequalities hold for convex and Lipschitz domains; among the others, we refer to [2, 16, 15, 1] , see also [4] and the references listed in. In this paper, we first prove Friedrichs inequality for (ε, δ) domains, and then prove Gaffney inequality by adapting the methods of [5] (developed for Korn inequality) to this framework. The class of (ε, δ) domains has been introduced by Jones [8] , and it is quite general, since the boundary of an (ε, δ) domain can be highly non-rectifiable, e.g. fractal or a d-set (see Definitions 2.1 and 2.2). In the literature, for Ω ⊂ R n (n = 2, 3) sufficiently smooth, the Friedrichs inequality reads as follows: if v ∈ W 1,p (Ω) n , there exists a positive constant C, depending on Ω, n and p, such that
Gaffney inequality is a direct consequence of Friedrichs inequality (1.1) when considering boundary conditions. We introduce the following spaces:
where · and × denote respectively the usual scalar and cross products between vectors in R n . The boundary conditions have to be interpreted in a suitable weak sense (see e.g. [18] ).
, Gaffney inequality takes the following form:
Our aim is to extend Gaffney inequality to those (ε, δ) domains for which it is possible to give an interpretation of the boundary conditions. In particular, we consider (ε, δ) domains Ω in R n whose boundaries are d-sets or arbitrary closed sets in the sense of Jonsson [9] . In these cases, it can be proved that the spaces W p 0 (div, Ω) and W p 0 (curl, Ω) are well defined because generalized Green and Stokes formulas hold. This implies that the normal and tangential traces are well defined as elements of the duals of suitable trace Besov spaces on the boundary (see [12] and [3] ). We extend (1.1) and (1.2) 
2), according to the boundary conditions under consideration. The main results of this paper are Theorems 3.6, 3.7, 3.9 and 3.10. The proof of our results deeply relies on the assumptions on Ω. Since Ω is an (ε, δ)
we construct a suitable extension Ev by adapting Jones' approach [8] . More precisely, we consider a Whitney decomposition of Ω and we construct an extension operator in terms of suitable linear polynomials which satisfies the crucial estimates (3.31) and (3.32) ((3.37) and (3.38) respectively). The thesis is then achieved by density arguments. Throughout the paper, C will denote different positive constant. Sometimes, we indicate the dependence of these constants on some particular parameters in parentheses.
(ε, δ) domains and trace results
We recall the definition of (ε, δ) (or Jones) domain.
n be open and connected and
|x − y|. We say say that F is an (ε, δ) domain if, whenever x, y ∈ F with |x − y| < δ, there exists a rectifiable arc γ ∈ F joining x to y such that
As pointed out in the Introduction, we consider two particular classes of (ε, δ) domains Ω ⊂ R n :
i) (ε, δ) domains having as boundary a d-set;
ii) arbitrary closed (ε, δ) domains in the sense of [9] .
For the sake of completeness, we recall the definition of d-set given in [10] .
exist a Borel measure µ with supp µ = M and two positive constants c 1 and c 2 such that
The measure µ is called d-measure.
In both the cases i) and ii), we can prove trace theorems, i.e. Green and Stokes formulas. For the sake of simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the case in which ∂Ω is a d-set. We recall the definition of Besov space specialized to our case. For generalities on Besov spaces, we refer to [10] .
is the space of functions for which the following norm is finite:
Throughout the paper, p ′ will denote the Hölder conjugate exponent of p. In the following, we denote the dual of the Besov space on a d-set G with (B p,p α (G)) ′ ; this space coincides with the space B p ′ ,p ′ −α (G) (see [11] ).
Theorem 2.4 (Stokes formula
There exists a linear and con-
The following generalized Stokes formula holds for every
Moreover, the operator u → l τ (u) = u × ν is linear and continuous on B
The following generalized Green formula holds for every v ∈ W 1,p ′ (Ω):
Moreover, the operator u → l ν (u) = u · ν is linear and continuous on B
For the proofs we refer the reader to [12] and [3] with small suitable changes. Examples of domains for which Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 hold are 2D or 3D Koch-type domains. Formulas (2.2) and (2.3) give a rigorous meaning of the boundary conditions in W p 0 (curl, Ω) and W p 0 (div, Ω) respectively in terms of the dual of suitable Besov spaces.
Friedrichs and Gaffney inequalities
From now on, let Ω ⊂ R n be a bounded (ε, δ) domain, for n = 2, 3, having as boundary
. We point out that, since ν · v = 0 on ∂Ω, we have that
Let S ⊂ R n be a measurable subset of R n ; we denote byx its barycenter.
We construct the affine vector field P S (u) associated to S and u ∈ W p (curl, S) ∩ W p 0 (div, S) in the following way:
where a ∈ R n and B is a n × n matrix with entries b ij defined as
We point out that, from the definition, B is a symmetric matrix. Moreover, by calculation it follows that curl(P S (u)) = 0,
and
By direct computation, it holds that
where C depends only on |S|.
Let us now suppose that (
Since u − P S (u) has vanishing mean value on S from (3.5), from Poincaré-Wirtinger inequality and (3.7) we have
where diam(S) is the diameter of S. Now, one can easily see that
hence, by using again Poincaré-Wirtinger inequality (with p = ∞), triangle inequality and (3.9) we get
The thesis will then follow by density arguments. We construct the extension Ev following the approach of Jones [8] by using the linear polynomials P S (v). Let us recall that any open set Ω ⊂ R n admits a so-called Whitney decomposition (see [19] , [17] ) into dyadic cubes S k , i.e.
This decomposition is such that
where S 0 denotes the interior of S and ℓ(S) is the edgelength of a cube S.
Let now W 1 = {S k } be a Whitney decomposition of Ω and W 2 = {Q j } be a Whitney decomposition of (Ω c ) 0 . We set
In his paper, Jones has shown that, for every Q j ∈ W 3 , one can choose a "reflected"
see Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.8 in [8] . Moreover, if Q j , Q k ∈ W 3 have non-empty intersection, there exists a chain
From [17] , [19] it follows that there exists a partition of unity {φ j }, associated with the Whitney decomposition, such that 3) . We now define the extension Ev of v to R n in the following way:
We point out that, since the boundary of an (ε, δ) domain has zero measure (see Lemma 2.3 in [8] ), it follows that Ev is defined a.e. in R n .
From now on, if not otherwise specified, in this subsection we assume that v ∈
for every S ∈ W 1 . We now prove some preliminary lemmas. For the sake of completeness, we recall Lemma 2.1 in [8] .
Lemma 3.1. Let Q be a cube and let F, G ⊂ Q be two measurable subsets such that |F |, |G| ≥ γ|Q| for some γ > 0. If P is a polynomial of degree 1, then
Lemma 3.2. Let F = {S 1 , . . . , S m } be a chain of cubes in W 1 . Then
Proof. We will use (3.8), where S is a cube or a union of two neighboring cubes. From (3.13), it follows that the number of possible geometries of S is finite; hence, we can find a uniform constant in (3.8). By using Lemma 3.1, we get
where we used the fact that F is a chain, integral properties and finally (3.8).
The proof of (3.16) follows analogously by using (3.10).
For every Q j , Q k ∈ W 3 with non-empty intersection, we now choose a chain F j,k which connects Q * j and Q * k and such that m ≤ C(ε, δ). We define
We now prove two lemmas which allow us to control the norms of Ev, div(Ev), curl(Ev) and
Lemma 3.3. Let Q 0 ∈ W 3 . We have that:
Proof. We recall that, from the definition of Ev, on Q 0 we have that Ev =
Moreover, since
We now estimate A and B separately. As to A, from Lemma 3.1 and (3.8), we get
where we estimated ℓ(Q * 0 ) with ℓ(Q 0 ) using (3.14), since Q 0 ∈ W 3 . We point out that, thanks to (3.17) , the norms in the right-hand side of (3.22) can be estimated in terms of the L p (∪ j F 0,j )-norms. Hence, we get the following:
As to B, from the properties of φ j it is sufficient to bound P j − P 0 L p (Q 0 ) n . By using again Lemma 3.1, (3.15) and proceeding as above, we get
(3.24) Hence from (3.23) and (3.24) we get (3.18). Estimate (3.20) follows similarly by using (3.10) and (3.16). We now remark that, on Q 0 , we have that
Therefore, since curl(P 0 ) = 0, we have that
Moreover, from (3.1) and (3.4) it follows that
Since there is a finite number of cubes Q j such that φ j = 0 in Q 0 and having non-empty intersection with Q 0 , from (3.13) we have that ℓ(Q j ) ≥ By using vector identities, Lemma 3.1 and (3.15), we have that
As to divergence term, similarly as above we get
Summing up in j we get
i.e. (3.19) .
We are left to prove (3.21). Similarly as above, we have that
From Lemma 3.1 and (3.9), we get
As above, it follows that
From these inequalities, (3.21) follows and the proof is complete.
We now prove a result similar to Lemma 3.3, which relates to the cubes of (Ω c ) 0 not belonging to W 3 .
Lemma 3.4. Let Q 0 ∈ W 2 \ W 3 . We have that:
Proof. We start by pointing out that, if φ j = 0 on Q 0 , we have
On Q 0 we have that
From Lemma 3.1 and triangle inequality, we get
From (3.30) and (3.8) , it follows that
Sine Ω is bounded, we can estimate diam(Q * j ) with a constant depending on diam(Ω), thus proving (3.25). We come to (3.26) . By proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 3.3 and by using (3.29), the following estimate holds:
By proceeding as above, we get (3.26). Estimates (3.27) and (3.28) follow in a similar way by using (3.10) and (3.9).
From the above lemmas we obtain the following result.
Proof. By summing up over every Q 0 ∈ W 2 , the thesis follows as a direct consequence of Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4. In particular, (3.31) follows from (3.18), (3.19) , (3.25) and (3.26), while (3.32) follows from (3.20), (3.21), (3.27) and (3.28).
We now prove the first main result of this paper, which follows from the above lemmas.
Theorem 3.6 (Friedrichs inequality).
Let Ω ⊂ R n be a bounded (ε, δ) domain with
Proof. It is sufficient to prove (3.33) for v ∈ W 1,∞ (Ω) n ; the thesis will then follow by density. We recall that the extension Ev is defined a.e. on R n since |∂Ω| = 0.
Moreover, from the definition of Ev we can suppose that supp Ev is contained in a ball B.
Since Ev ∈ W 1,p (B) n , from (3.31) we have that
Hence, from Friedrichs inequality for smooth domains and the above inequality, we get
i.e. the thesis.
We conclude this section by proving Gaffney inequality as a direct consequence of Theorem 3.6.
Theorem 3.7 (Gaffney inequality).
Let Ω ⊂ R n be a bounded simply connected (ε, δ)
domain with ∂Ω a d-set. Let v ∈ W 1,p (Ω) n be such that v ∈ W p (curl, Ω) ∩ W p 0 (div, Ω). Then there exists C = C(ε, δ, n, p, Ω) > 0 such that
(3.34)
Proof. We argue by contradiction. Let us suppose that (3.34) does not hold; hence, there exists a sequence of vectors
Since v k W 1,p (Ω) n = 1, there exists a subsequence of {v k } (which we still denote by v k ) such that
As in the proof of Theorem 3.7, all the terms on the right-hand side of (3.41) vanish when k, j → +∞, hence {v k } is a Cauchy sequence in W 1,p (Ω) n .
As in the case v ∈ W p (curl, Ω) ∩ W This implies that Φ = 0, therefore v = 0 on Ω and we reach the contradiction.
